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Globus 

"The Department Store"

As "the" department store in Lausanne to visit, Globus boasts six floors of

goods from fashion to sports equipment, hi-fi's to perfume. Much of what

is on offer is what you would expect, but the food section is somewhat

better than the rest. Food stalls at every entrance entice you off the

streets and once through the dull facade, the interiors are well laid out

and spacious. The store's stationary department mixes fun and

practicality, and their array of shoes is fantastic. One could spend hours in

here.

 +41 21 342 9090  www.globus.ch/  michel.bratschi@globus.ch  rue du Pont 5, Lausana
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Manor 

"Big, Popular General Store"

Manor is one of the main department stores in the center of town. You can

find everything here, from clothes to stationary and electronic goods.

There is also a general bookshop. In the basement, a supermarket offers a

wide range of fresh produce (fish, meat and vegetables), together with all

the usual products. There is also a desk called the Ticket Corner, which

sells tickets for various shows throughout Switzerland.

 +41 21 321 3699  www.manor.ch/  rue Saint-Laurent 3, Lausana
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Maniak 

"Alternative Institution"

Launched in 1987, Maniak is a cavernous clothing store that carries mostly

trendy workwear and costumes and costume accessories. There’s an

alternative rock hipster vibe to the place, and it’s just as likely to stock

work wear as it is to carry band t–shirts and leather jackets. Think Carhartt

and Schott jackets, Dickie’s jeans and shirts, and Freitag shoulder bags.

Several rooms are dedicated to costumes, where visitors can find masks,

feather boas, faux leather, angels wings, and pretty much anything one

would want to create any kind of costume.

 +41 21 312 58 40  www.maniakfashion.com/  maniakfashion.com@me.co

m

 Port Franc 4, Lausana
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Soda 

"Hidden Gem"

Soda is a hidden gem of a vintage clothing and jewelry boutique. To

venture inside means to wander into a curiosity shop with impressive

collections of retro clothing and accessories. Rails and shelves are loaded

with mid-century dresses, patterned blouses, leather jackets, unique

purses, striking hats, and patent leather shoes. The styles run the gamut

from 1950s movie diva to 1970s jean queen, complete with sun-sized

sunglasses and belts. Everything about the store is stylized, from the
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herringbone wooden floors, to the brocade patterns on the wall and plush

furniture. Soda seems a little out of step with Lausanne, which prefers

subdued styles, but it’s a good thing it exists.

 +41 21 311 02 30  www.sodaboutik.com/  Rue Enning 1, Lausana
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